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Abstract: There is a global imperative to reduce phosphorous (P) excretion from pig 20 
systems. In this study, a previously validated deterministic model was modified to be 21 
stochastic, in order to investigate the consequences of different management 22 
strategies on P excretion by a group of growing pigs. The model predicts P digestion, 23 
retention and excretion from feed composition and growth parameters that describe 24 
a specified pig phenotype,  Stochasticity was achieved by introducing random 25 
variation in the latter. The strategies investigated were: (1) changing feed 26 
composition frequently in order to match more closely pig digestible P (digP) 27 
requirements to feed composition (phase feeding) and (2) grouping pigs into light 28 
and heavy groups and feeding each group according to the requirements of their  29 
group average BW (sorting). Phase feeding reduced P excretion as the number of 30 
feeding phases increased. The effect was most pronounced as feeding phases 31 
increased from 1 to 2, with a 7.5% decrease achieved; the increase in phases from 2 32 
to 3 was associated with a further 2.0% reduction. Similarly, the effect was more 33 
pronounced when the feed targeted the population requirements for digP at the 34 
average BW of the first third, rather than the average requirements at the mid-point 35 
BW of each feeding sequence plan. Increasing the number of feeding phases 36 
increased the % of pigs that met their digP requirements during the early stages of 37 
growth and reduced the % of pigs that were supplied less than 85% of their digP 38 
requirements at any stage of their growth; the latter may have welfare implications. 39 
Sorting of pigs reduced P excretion to a lesser extent; the reduction was greater as 40 
the % of pigs in the light group increased from 10 to 30% (from 1.5 to 3.0% reduction 41 
respectively). This resulted from an increase in the P excreted by the light group, 42 
accompanied by a decrease in the P excreted by the remaining pigs.  Sorting 43 
increased the % of light pigs that met their dig P requirements, but only slightly 44 
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decreased the % of remaining pigs that met these requirements at any point of their 45 
growth. Exactly the converse was the case as far as the % of pigs that were supplied 46 
less than 85% of their digP requirements were concerned. The developed model is 47 
flexible and can be used to investigate the effectiveness of other management 48 
strategies in reducing P excretion from groups of pigs, including precision livestock 49 
feeding.  50 
Key words: phase feeding, phosphorus excretion, pig, sorting, stochastic model 51 
Implications 52 
Robust simulation models can help us to investigate the consequences of 53 
management strategies on nutrient excretion by livestock populations. One way to 54 
achieve this is through the use of a stochastic, as opposed to a deterministic 55 
approach, since the latter deals only with the ‘average’ animal. This was the 56 
approach taken to investigate the consequences of different management strategies 57 
on P excretion by a group of growing pigs. The modelling approach taken would 58 
allow development of tools that enable the quantification of the consequences of 59 
nutritional strategies, such as phase feeding and sorting.  60 
 61 
Introduction 62 
As well as phosphorus (P) being the most expensive feed resource after energy and 63 
protein, its excretion is an important aspect of the environmental impact of livestock 64 
systems. The water soluble P excretion represents the highest potential risk for 65 
losses by runoff in agricultural fields, causing eutrophication (Maguire et al., 2005).  66 
Pigs contribute ~15% of the total diffuse P load from livestock to waters in Great 67 
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Britain (White and Hammond, 2006); in N. America the nutrient, including P, content 68 
of manure and the consequent impact on the environment  are considered a major 69 
challenge for pig systems (Statistics Canada, 2006). It is therefore an imperative to 70 
develop strategies that minimize P excretion from pig systems.  71 
Although there may be some potential to reduce P excretion by genetic 72 
means (Forsberg et al., 2003), reducing P excretion by nutritional and management 73 
means remains the most viable option (Kyriazakis et al., 2013). The objective of this 74 
paper was to apply a modelling framework to investigate the consequences of 75 
different nutritional management strategies on P excretion by groups of pigs through 76 
simulation modeling. The strategies investigated were: (1) changing feed 77 
composition frequently in order to match more closely pig requirements to feed 78 
composition (phase feeding) and (2) grouping pigs and feeding them according to 79 
their group average BW (sorting). 80 
In this study, a stochastic approach was used to take into account the 81 
variation between individual pigs and its effect on group P retention and excretion. 82 
Currently there are a limited number of stochastic or other individual based models 83 
that may enable us to address questions about nutrient excretion from pigs systems 84 
(Ferguson et al., 1997; Knap, 2000; Schinckel et al., 2007; Brossard et al., 2009). 85 
Although the deterministic, individual based model by Pomar et al. (2009; 2011) is 86 
capable of dealing with P and has addressed the consequences of phase feeding on 87 
nutrient excretion, there are currently no stochastic approaches that enable the 88 
prediction of P excretion in soluble and insoluble forms.  89 
 90 
Materials and method 91 
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Single animal model description  92 
The dynamic, deterministic pig growth model of Wellock et al. (2003), as 93 
adopted by Symeou et al. (2014a) was used to predict the fate of dietary P in groups 94 
of pigs. Briefly, the model represented the limited ability of pig endogenous phytase 95 
activity to dephosphorylate phytate as a linear function of dietary calcium (Ca). 96 
Phytate dephosphorylation in the stomach by exogenous microbial phytase enzymes 97 
was expressed by a first order kinetics relationship. The absorption of non-phytate P 98 
from the lumen of the small intestine into the blood stream was set at 0.8 kg/kg and 99 
the dephosphorylated phytate from the large intestine was assumed to be 100 
indigestible. The net efficiency of using digested P was set at 0.94 kg/kg and 101 
assumed to be independent of BW (Kyriazakis, 2011). P requirements for both 102 
maintenance and growth were made simple functions of body protein mass, and 103 
hence functions of animal phenotype Undigested P was assumed to be excreted in 104 
the feces in both soluble and insoluble forms. For justification of the values of the 105 
model parameters and mathematical relationships, the reader is referred to Symeou 106 
et al. (2014a).  The model was extensively evaluated by Symeou et al. (2014b) and 107 
was found to predict satisfactorily the quantitative pig responses, in terms of P 108 
digested, retained and excreted, to variation in P supply, Ca and exogenous phytase 109 
supplementation.  110 
The model operated in daily time steps, and considered pigs maintained in a 111 
thermo-neutral environment, growing from 30 kg BW until they reached a UK 112 
slaughter weight of 120 kg BW. No environmental stressors were assumed to 113 
operate on the pigs (Wellock et al., 2004). The main model inputs were: 1) pig 114 
growth traits, including initial state; 2) feed composition; and 3) feeding plan; while 115 
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the model outputs for an individual pig were: 1) average daily gain; 2) body 116 
composition; 3) feed intake and 4) soluble and insoluble, and hence total P excreted.  117 
The initial state of the pig was described by its initial body weight (BW0), from 118 
which the chemical composition of the pig was calculated assuming that the pig had 119 
its ideal composition set by its genotype (Emmans and Kyriazakis, 2001). The 120 
potential rate of protein retention was determined by pig phenotype and current 121 
protein weight only. The maximum (potential) protein retention was then used to 122 
determine the potential gains of the other chemical components, including P 123 
(Emmans and Kyriazakis, 1997; Wellock et al., 2003; Symeou et al., 2014a). 124 
Potential average daily gain was the sum of the potential gains of protein, lipid, ash 125 
(including P) and water. Five percent of the BW gain was assumed to be gut fill 126 
(Wellock et al., 2004).  127 
Each pig was given access to a feed of a certain P content (see below). It was 128 
assumed that the pig will attempt to consume an amount of feed that will satisfy its 129 
energy and protein requirements for potential daily gain and maintenance (Kyriazakis 130 
et al., 1990; Kyriazakis and Emmans, 1999). The same regulation does not seem to 131 
apply for P (Pomar et al., 2006; Lopes et al., 2009). The amount of feed that allows 132 
the pig to meet its energy and protein requirements to be achieved was calculated 133 
from the current protein and lipid contents of the pig, and the composition of the 134 
feed. If the feed was deficient in P then the actual, as opposed to potential rates of P 135 
retention were calculated. Symeou et al. (2014a, b) predicted the P digestion, 136 
retention and ultimately excretion in growing and finishing pigs of different 137 
genotypes, offered access to feeds of different P content. The total P excreted 138 
comprised of fecal and urine P.  The feces contained both insoluble and soluble P, 139 
while urinary P was only soluble (Jendza and Adeola, 2009; Selle et al., 2011). For a 140 
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complete description of the model including inputs and outputs, see Symeou et al. 141 
(2014a, b).  142 
Generating variation in pig growth 143 
The protein and lipid growth of a certain pig phenotype can be described by a 144 
Gompertz function with the following parameters (representing growth traits): protein 145 
content at maturity (Prm, kg), lipid content at maturity (Lm, kg) and the relative growth 146 
rate at the inflection point of the growth curve (B, day-1), in accordance with 147 
Ferguson et al. (1997), Knap (2000), Emmans and Kyriazakis (2001), Pomar et al. 148 
(2003) and Wellock et al. (2004):  149 
dPr/dt = Pr × B × ln(Prm/Pr) kg day-1 , and 150 
dL/dt = L × B × ln(Lm/L) kg day-1 , 151 
Where Pr and L are the body protein and lipid contents (kg), respectively. 152 
The  parameters Prm, Lm and B are able to account for both growth rate and 153 
body composition. However, it should be noted that these parameters are dependent 154 
on each other and therefore are heavily correlated. This would cause serious 155 
problems in stochastic simulations, unless the correlation is taken into account. This 156 
problem can be avoided by not using all these parameters (and their distributions) 157 
directly as inputs of the simulations, but instead modelling their functional 158 
relationships. With this approach, we used the parameter Prm as a starting point, and 159 
described the other parameters as follows. The relative growth rate at the inflection 160 
point (B) has been found to be related to Prm as follows: B = B* / Prm0.27 (Emmans 161 
and Fisher, 1986). Now, instead of B, the “scaled rate parameter”, B* , can be used 162 
as an independent input parameter, as long as  its distribution is determined.  163 
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The other main growth parameter is Lm. Again, this is correlated with Prm , 164 
simply because bigger animals (with high protein content) can be expected to have 165 
higher lipid content than smaller animals. Assuming that the parameter B is the same 166 
for both protein and lipid growth (Emmans and Kyriazakis, 1997), the relationship 167 
between these two parameters can be simply written as Lm = LPrm × Prm, where LPrm 168 
(lipid to protein ratio at maturity) is an independent parameter, the mean and 169 
variation of which can be used as inputs in stochastic simulations.  170 
The mean values of these three parameters and their variation (standard 171 
deviation) within a population of modern pig genotypes were estimated from 172 
literature as follows:  173 
the mean and SD of Prm was estimated from the study of Knap et al. (2003) to 174 
be 35 and 4.38 kg, respectively. The mean and SD of B* were calculated from 175 
Brossard et al. (2009), who used the data of Rivest (2004). In that study, the growth 176 
of a population of 192 pigs was analyzed and the Gompertz growth function was 177 
fitted separately for each animal. However, their analysis considered the total live 178 
weight of the pigs, instead of separating the protein and lipid growth. As a result, the 179 
value of B estimated in that study is not directly comparable to the value used in our 180 
simulation. Therefore, a conversion was carried out as suggested by Emmans and 181 
Kyriazakis (1997): B* = BLW* (Prm / LWm)0.27 , where BLW* is the scaled rate 182 
parameter for the live weight growth, calculated as described above from the B value 183 
estimated by Brossard et al. (2009), and LWm is the live weight at maturity. Brossard 184 
et al. (2009) also provide the standard deviation for their estimate of B, and this was 185 
converted to correspond the SD of B* in our simulations following the calculations 186 
shown above, together with general error propagation rules. As a result, the values 187 
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of the mean and SD of B* were found to be a 0.0392 and 0.0078 day-1,  Finally the 188 
mean and SD of LPrm were derived from Knap and Rauw (2008) to be 1.50 kg/kg 189 
and 0.315 kg/kg, which were in turn adapted from Doeschl-Wilson et al. (2007). The 190 
mean Prm was 9% higher, while the B* and LPrm were 4 and 8% lower, respectively, 191 
from those proposed by Wellock et al. (2004), which were based on the genetic line 192 
of van Lunen (1994). The changes in these values are consistent with genetic 193 
changes that have taken place in pig genotypes over a period of 10 years. 194 
The model concentrated only on variation in the growth parameters, B*, Prm 195 
and LPrm. By varying the values of these parameters, it was possible to use the 196 
model to describe the actual phenotype variation in pig performance, including both 197 
growth and maintenance requirements. For simplicity, the model assumed a 198 
constant absorption coefficient for P and a constant net efficiency of absorbed P 199 
utilization across pigs, in accordance with Kyriazakis (2011).  200 
Even under the best growing conditions, there is likely to be variation in initial 201 
state between pigs at the start of a growing period (Wellock et al., 2004). Individual 202 
variation in BW0 was generated from the assigned genotype mean (µBW0,kg) and 203 
SD (σBW0,kg) of BW0 using the simulated growth parameters of the individual to 204 
correlate BW0 with potential growth, following the methodology by Wellock et al. 205 
(2003, 2004).  206 
A stochastic Monte-Carlo simulation was used, created in Visual Basic 207 
Application (VBA) in Microsoft Excel 2010, to simulate a pig population. For each 208 
simulated pig within the population, values for B*i , Prmi, and LPrmi were drawn at 209 
random from uncorrelated normal distributions for each of the growth parameter 210 
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using their mean and SD values. These values were subsequently used to generate 211 
BW0i. 212 
In Monte Carlo simulations, the number of simulations used is a compromise 213 
between the accuracy of the output (e.g. the estimate of the mean value) and the 214 
requirements of computing power. As the standard error of the output is directly 215 
dependent on the size of the sample, increasing the number of model runs will 216 
automatically improve the accuracy. However, in practice, Monte Carlo runs, 217 
especially with a complex simulation model, are time consuming, and this often 218 
determines the upper limit for the simulations to be used. In this study 500 runs (500 219 
individuals) were used, since this was considered to be sufficient because the 220 
standard errors for the predicted mean values were less than 0.5%.  221 
Feeding strategies 222 
Phase Feeding. Three feed sequence plans were investigated; feeding one, two or 223 
three different digP diets over the course of 30 to 120 kg average BW. Feeds in all 224 
simulations were identical in net energy (9.68 MJ/kg), crude protein (17.25%) and 225 
Lysine (1.11%). The pigs were offered ad libitum access to the diet. The simulated 226 
baseline diet, currently in use by the UK pig industry (Kyriazakis et al., 2013), had a 227 
chemical composition of 5.19 g total Ca and 4.29 g total P/kg. The dietary total P 228 
consisted of 2.47 g phytate (oP) and 1.82 g non-phytate P (NPP) /kg feed, and total 229 
digP was 2.67 g/kg. The average daily digP requirements (g/kg feed) of the 230 
population were responsible for the changes seen in Table 1 in the digP and total Ca 231 
content of the feed (g/kg feed) used. Within each phase of a feed sequence plan, the 232 
digP requirements (as g/kg feed) of the population declined and so did the digP 233 
supplied. The feed changed when the average BW of the population reached the 234 
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end of each phase (sequence plan). When the digP feeding regime changed, the 235 
oP:NPP and Ca:digP ratios also changed (Table 1). The dietary exogenous phytase 236 
supplementation (E. coli) was constant through-out all phase feeding strategies, at 237 
750 FTU/kg. The changes in the digP and total Ca content of the feed were achieved 238 
by changing the amount of supplemented inorganic P and supplemented limestone, 239 
respectively.  240 
The stochastic model determined the daily digP requirements for each 241 
individual in the population, based on their genotype, which were then averaged. The 242 
study examined the effect of supplying dietary digP to meet the digP requirements of 243 
the average of the population at either the mid-point BW (1/2 target) or the average 244 
BW of the first third of each feeding sequence (1/3 target; Table 1). The 1/2 target 245 
strategy is often practiced by the industry, whereas the 1/3 target strategy is also 246 
practiced but to a lesser extent (Simpson and de Lange, 2004). As the number of 247 
phases increases the differences between the digP supplied by the 1/2 and 1/3 248 
target plan diminished.   249 
Sorting according to body weight. The effect of sorting the lightest 10, 20 and 30 250 
percent BW of a  pig population and feeding them a separate digP content feed from 251 
the rest of the population on P excreted was investigated. The sorting of the 252 
population took place by arranging all pigs in the population, from the lightest to the 253 
heaviest, in accordance to the BW0i, at an average 30 kg BW. The sorted and ‘rest’ 254 
population were fed different feeds in terms of digP and total Ca during the BW 255 
intervals of 30 to 74 and 75 to 120 kg. The lightest 10, 20 and 30 percent BW had an 256 
extra feed sequence plan, until this group reached the average 30 kg BW (Table 2). 257 
Therefore, the sorted pigs were effectively offered three feeding phases, while the 258 
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‘rest’ had two feeding phases. There was also a control simulation, in which no 259 
sorting of the population took place. 260 
For each group of pigs, the dietary digP supplied (g/kg diet) met the average 261 
digP requirements half way through each stage (half-way target), i.e. 52 and 97.5 kg 262 
BW for the grower (30 to 74 kg BW) and finisher (75 to 120 kg BW) stages, 263 
respectively. The sorted pigs were fed a higher digP compared to the ‘rest’ of the 264 
population in order to meet their higher digP requirements (Table 2). The time taken 265 
for each sub-population to reach the target BW was recorded. The baseline feed fed 266 
to each group was the same with the phase feeding regime, having the same 267 
composition and nutritional value, with the only exception being its P and Ca level 268 
(see above). The higher digP requirements of the pigs less than 30 kg BW required 269 
the supplementation of the feed with mono calcium-phosphate and limestone to 270 
achieve the digP and total Ca contents (Table 2). The rules used for the change in 271 
the digP and Ca contents of the feeds offered to the remaining of the population 272 
were the same as for phase feeding.  273 
Simulation outputs 274 
From the generated simulated populations, which were fed according to the 275 
strategies described above, the following outputs were calculated: (1) the cumulative 276 
P excretion as total, soluble and insoluble P (kg); (2) the population performance 277 
(mean and CoV) in terms of BW gain (kg/d), Pr and P retained (g/d) and food 278 
conversion ratio; (3) the percentage of the population that had their digP 279 
requirements met throughout the BW period 30 to 120 kg of the population; and (4) 280 
the percentage of the population that were supplied less than 85% of their 281 
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requirements  at any one stage of their growth, in order to identify the level of P 282 
underfeeding that happened within the population.  283 
The cumulative soluble and insoluble P excretion for each pig was calculated 284 
by adding the daily soluble and insoluble P excreted, respectively, to derive the total 285 
amount of soluble and insoluble P excreted to the environment from 30 to 120 kg 286 
BW for each pig, and subsequently added to calculate the soluble and insoluble P 287 
excreted for the whole population.  288 
In order to quantify the percentage of population supplied less than 85% of 289 
their requirements, it was first necessary to identify the level of underfeeding or 290 
overfeeding of digP for each pig for each day, compared to its daily requirements. 291 
These data were used to count the number of pigs that were supplied less than 85% 292 
of their requirements for each day in a population. Calculating the percentage 293 
population supplied with less than 85% of their requirements was in accordance with 294 
NRC (2012), who states that if pigs are undersupplied with digP by more than 15% 295 
of their requirements, this will negatively affect their growth.  296 
  297 
Results 298 
Comparison with experimental results 299 
The deterministic model had been validated previously by comparing its outputs with 300 
the treatment mean values of experimental data found in literature (Symeou et al.,  301 
2014b). To investigate the output of the stochastic model, the variation in two output 302 
variables of interest, P retention and P excretion was compared to the reported data 303 
of within-treatment variation obtained from the same literature. In this study, the CoV 304 
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of P retention varied between 8 and 15% depending on the simulated feeding 305 
strategy. The experimental data used for model evaluation in Symeou et al. (2014b) 306 
show higher CoV values than predicted by the model, ranging between 22 and 41%. 307 
The CoV for the model output of P excretion was about 10 % (data not shown), while 308 
the CoV values from the literature varied widely between 5- 58%, with a typical value 309 
being around 20%.  It should be noted that the lowest CoV in P excretion (5%), 310 
observed by Trujillo et al. (2010), was a result of extremely high absolute levels of P 311 
intake and excretion (as a result of the specific feeds used) and therefore does not 312 
indicate any lower absolute variation of P excretion compared to other studies. 313 
Phase Feeding 314 
As the number of feed phases increased over the BW period 30 to 120 kg, the 315 
amount of cumulative P excreted by the population of pigs decreased (Table 3). 316 
There was an average decrease of 7.50 and 9.29% in total cumulative P excreted, 317 
when the feeding phases increased from one to two and from one to three, 318 
respectively. Similarly the largest decrease in soluble and insoluble cumulative P 319 
excreted was seen when the feeding phases increased from one to two. The 320 
cumulative P excreted was lower when the 1/2 target, as opposed to the 1/3 target 321 
was used; this was consistent across all feed sequence plans. When the 1/2 target 322 
feeding regime was used, 13.9, 8.24 and 3.84% less soluble P was excreted, in 323 
comparison to the 1/3 target feeding regime, for each of the phase feeding 324 
sequences (1, 2 and 3 phase feeding, respectively). Across all phase feeding plans 325 
used, soluble P contributed ~75% of the total P excreted. The standard errors of the 326 
estimated mean values for the total P excreted were relatively low (~1%) for all 327 
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phase feeding scenarios, which indicates that these estimates reliably represent the 328 
true means of the population.  329 
Increasing the number of feeding phases resulted in a higher percentage of 330 
the population meeting their digP requirements during the average BW period 30 to 331 
60 kg (Fig 1). The converse was the case during the finishing stage of 90 to 120 kg, 332 
where a lower percentage of population met their P requirements when the feeding 333 
phases increased. The use of the 1 phase feeding resulted in the highest percentage 334 
of the population being undersupplied with digP (Fig 2). Similarly the use of the 1/2 335 
target feeding regime resulted in a higher percentage of pigs being undersupplied 336 
with digP, rather than when the 1/3 target feeding regime was used.  337 
The majority of the population (> 50%) were supplied less than 85% of their 338 
digP requirements from 30 to 48 kg  and from 30 to 36 kg average population BW , 339 
through the use of the 1/2 target and 1/3 target feeding regimes respectively, when 340 
the 1 phase feeding was used. When feeding a 2 and 3 phase sequence, the 341 
percentage of the population that was underfed never exceeded 50% at any stage of 342 
the population growth (maximum of P underfed pigs was 27 and 17%, respectively 343 
when the 2 and 3 phase feeding plans were used).  344 
 There was an increase in ADG, Pr and P retained (g/d), and a decrease in the 345 
food conversion ratio (FCR) when the number of feeding phases increased (Table 346 
4). In addition, the CoV decreased with increasing the number of phases for all the 347 
above performance variables. Pigs on the 1/3 target performed better than on the 1/2 348 
target for all investigated performance variables, irrespective of the number of 349 
feeding phases. The greatest difference in ADG between the 1/3 and 1/2 target 350 
feeding regime, was 0.60% during 1 phase feeding. In addition, there was a lower 351 
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CoV for the population performance variables, when the 1/3 target was used as 352 
opposed to the 1/2 target. Nevertheless, the difference in the population 353 
performance between the 1/2 and 1/3 target decreased whilst the number of the 354 
feeding phases increased.  355 
Sorting according to body weight 356 
Sorting pigs into ‘light’ and ‘remaining’ groups, increasing the size of the light 357 
group and feeding each group in accordance to their average digP requirements 358 
resulted in a decrease in the cumulative P excreted by the population as a whole 359 
(Table 5). There was a 1.32, 1.92 and 3.04% reduction in the cumulative total P 360 
excreted by the population as a whole, when 10, 20 and 30% of the population were 361 
sorted, in comparison to the equivalent group in the population that was not sorted. 362 
The cumulative total P excreted by the sorted lightest 10, 20 and 30% of the 363 
population increased by 49, 43 and 40%, respectively, compared to the equivalent 364 
group of the population when not sorted. The reverse was the case for the remaining 365 
of the population, as ‘remaining’ pigs excreted 5.17, 9.91 and 16.2% less total P, 366 
respectively, compared to the equivalent group of the population that was not sorted. 367 
Across all sorting regimes used, soluble P contributed ~75% of the total P excreted. 368 
The standard errors of the estimated mean values for the total P excreted were 369 
relatively low (~1%) for all sorting scenarios, which indicates that these estimates 370 
reliably represent the true means of the population.  371 
As expected, a larger percentage of the ‘light’ pigs met their P requirements at 372 
any stage of their growth compared to the equivalent group of the population that 373 
were not sorted (Fig 3). The largest difference between sorted and not sorted light 374 
pigs in the percentage of pigs that met their requirements, was between 60 to 75 kg 375 
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BW. The ‘remaining’ population had a much smaller difference between sorted and 376 
not sorted pigs in the percentage of pigs that met their requirements, in comparison 377 
to the ‘light’ group. The percentage of population that met their individual digP 378 
requirements was increasing with increasing BW of the average population. The only 379 
exception to this trend was at the initial stages of growth for the ‘light’ group, which 380 
was relatively constant. 381 
A smaller percentage of ‘light’ pigs were supplied less than 85% of their digP 382 
requirements at any stage of growth, compared to the equivalent group of the 383 
population that were not sorted (Fig 4). The reverse was the case for the ‘remaining’ 384 
of the population; a larger percentage of the ‘remaining’ pigs were supplied less than 385 
85% of their digP at any stage of their growth, compared to the equivalent group of 386 
the population that were not sorted. Nevertheless, the difference between the sorted 387 
and not sorted regimes was higher for the light group compared to the remaining 388 
group.  389 
Increasing the size of the ‘light’ group resulted in an increase in their average 390 
initial BW and a decrease in the time needed to reach the target BW of 30kg (Table 391 
6). The average initial BW of the lightest 10, 20 and 30% of the sorted population 392 
was 5.5, 4.2 and 3.3 kg lighter than that of the unsorted population and needed 114, 393 
111 and 109 days to reach the average BW of 120 kg. For the remaining 90, 80 and 394 
70% of the population, their average initial BW was 0.9, 1.3 and 1.7 kg heavier and 395 
needed 88, 86 and 84 days to reach the average BW of 120 kg, respectively. The 396 
CoV of the ‘remaining’ group was smaller than for the ‘light’ group. In addition, the 397 
smaller the size of each group, the smaller the CoV.  398 
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The greatest effect of sorting on all the performance variables was when the 399 
lightest 30% of the population was sorted (Table 7). The performance of the sorted 400 
‘light’ group increased compared to the equivalent group of the population when not 401 
sorted. The converse was the case for the ‘remaining’ group, as the performance 402 
decreased, compared to the equivalent group of the population that were not sorted. 403 
The CoV of all population performance variables decreased with increasing the size 404 
of the ‘light’ group. The CoV of the ADG for the sorted pigs increased by sorting, 405 
while the CoV of the protein and P retained decreased in comparison to the 406 
equivalent group of the population that were not sorted.  407 
 408 
Discussion 409 
The developed stochastic model was based on a deterministic mechanistic 410 
model previously evaluated using independent data (Symeou et al., 2014a, b) . This 411 
provides some confidence in its outputs, provided that the sources of variation in 412 
model outputs have been estimated accurately. The data used to evaluate the 413 
deterministic model was also used here to compare the variation in the stochastic 414 
model outputs with the variation observed in published experiments. The stochastic 415 
model generally underestimated the CoV associated with P retention and excretion. 416 
This is likely to reflect unaccounted sources of variation between real animals. This 417 
difference between the actual and modelled populations is expected, as the aim of 418 
this study was to consider only the variation in the animal protein and lipid growth, 419 
thus leaving other factors potentially affecting the variation in P retention outside the 420 
analysis.  421 
.  422 
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Although feed composition changed during the course of the simulation 423 
according to the investigated feeding strategies, the composition of the feed at any 424 
particular point in time was not subject to stochastic variation. This is again a 425 
simplification, as feed composition may vary randomly, due to variation in nutrient 426 
composition of the ingredients that compose a feed (Kim et al., 2002) or uncertainty 427 
introduced by feed processing or mixing (Groesbeck et al., 2007). Introducing 428 
uncertainty in feed composition and environmental features is a long neglected issue 429 
in nutrition and metabolism models, and represents our next challenge in model 430 
development.  431 
  432 
Phase feeding  433 
Phase feeding is the most studied feeding strategy, when aiming to decrease 434 
nutrient excretion (Lenis, 1989; Coppoolse et al., 1990; Henry and Dourmad, 1993; 435 
Han et al., 1998; Lee et al. 2000; Brossard et al., 2009; Pomar et al., 2011). In 436 
theory, the content of the feed in the nutrient whose excretion is aimed to be 437 
minimized should change as frequently as possible. There are of course limits on 438 
how often this can be achieved without disruption in farm practices, although with the 439 
advances of livestock precision farming, the delivery of mixtures between two (basal) 440 
feeds to deliver the appropriate amount nutrient in the feed at group or individual 441 
level may be possible (Pomar et al., 2009). Increasing the number of feed changes 442 
(feeding phases) resulted in the expected decreases in P excretion, in total, insoluble 443 
and soluble P forms. The decreases were more dramatic when the feeding regime 444 
changed from one to two phases, rather than from two to three phases. It is likely 445 
that the reductions in P excretion follow the law of diminishing returns when the 446 
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number of feeding phases increases. P excretion was higher using the 1/3 target, as 447 
opposed to 1/2 target, and consequently the reductions in P excretion were higher in 448 
the former regime when the feed changes were more frequent. This is consistent 449 
with the simulation of Pomar et al. (2011) who found substantial reductions in P 450 
excretion through individual precision feeding as opposed to three-phase feeding; 451 
the latter met the digP requirements of the average of the population at the start of 452 
each phase.  These findings cannot be compared directly with literature; when phase 453 
feeding has been practiced experimentally both the P and N content of the feed has 454 
changed simultaneously (Lenis, 1989; Coppoolse et al., 1990; Henry and Dourmad, 455 
1993), and there is no direct correspondence between the feeds and animals used in 456 
the experiments and the simulation. Nevertheless, the former two studies have found 457 
a reduction of 6% in P excretion by moving from one to two phases, which is 458 
comparable to the reductions achieved here when the same feeding regime applied 459 
(7%). The trigger for changes in the feed composition of the different phases used in 460 
our simulations was weight, although time could also be used. It is unlikely that the 461 
conclusions reached by this study, as far as P excretion is concerned, would be 462 
affected by this. 463 
As well as resulting in reduction in P excreted, increases in the number of 464 
feed changes resulted in effects on performance: increases in ADG, Pr and P 465 
retained, and decreases in FCR. Again these effects were more substantial when the 466 
feeding regime changed from one to two phases, rather than from two to three 467 
phases. A further consequence of these regimes was the CoV in the population for 468 
the performances characteristics considered was substantially reduced. This would 469 
have significant economic implications, as there are financial penalties associated 470 
with the variability of a batch of pigs at slaughter (Patience et al., 2002; Patience and 471 
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Beaulieu, 2006). The increases in BW gain were relatively small but associated with 472 
very small errors, which suggest that it may be difficult to observe them 473 
experimentally. There are no comparable experiments in the literature, but Pomar et 474 
al. (2009; 2011) simulated the differences in performance between a three phase 475 
feeding regime and meeting the digP requirements of the pigs individually through 476 
precision feeding. They suggested that there were no differences in performance 477 
between these two feeding regimes. This is likely to reflect the fact that a three 478 
phase feeding regime already met the requirements of a substantial number of pigs 479 
in the population, as suggested here.  480 
The increases in both Pr and P retained through increases in the number of 481 
feed changes most likely reflect some of the simplifying assumptions made by the 482 
model (Symeou et al., 2014a). In the deterministic model the relationship between Pr 483 
and P retention was set to be isometric, following the linear correlation found 484 
between these variables by Rymarz et al. (1982), Jongbloed (1987), Hendriks and 485 
Moughan (1993), and Manhan and Shields (1998). Therefore, when the pigs are 486 
unable to deposit P at the maximum rate because digP fails to meet their 487 
requirements, in the model they will at the same time fail to grow Pr at the rate 488 
defined by its genotype, even if the feed amino acid content is non- limiting. In 489 
reality, reduction in growth is not expected as a result of moderate P deficit. For 490 
example, NRC (2012) suggested that if pigs are undersupplied with digP by more 491 
than 15% of their requirements, their growth will be negatively affected. Therefore, 492 
the model is likely to have overestimated the effect P deficit on performance. 493 
In addition to investigating P excretion, we also investigated two more outputs 494 
of interest: the percentage of the population that met the digP requirements and the 495 
percentage of the population that were supplied less than 85% of their digP 496 
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requirements at a particular BW. Both outputs can be related to potentially negative 497 
effects of pig performance, as discussed above, but at the same time they may be 498 
relevant to animal welfare. Jensen et al. (1993) found that even small deviations 499 
meeting the requirements of pigs in amino acids can lead to significant increases in 500 
exploratory behaviour and activity, and changes in posture. Consequently, 501 
Kyriazakis and Tolkamp (2011) have suggested that such failures in meeting the 502 
requirements of the pigs may lead to undesirable behaviors, such as behavioral vice 503 
(e.g. tail biting;  Day et al., 1996). Increasing the number of phase feeding 504 
sequences resulted in an increase in the percentage of animals whose digP were 505 
met and a decrease in the percentage of population supplied with less than 85% of 506 
their requirements at a particular BW. These may have consequences on the welfare 507 
of the animals as suggested above, over and above the effects in P excretion.   508 
Sorting according to body weight 509 
The popular use of the all-in/all-out production systems implies that 510 
management is important at a group level. Variability within a batch of pigs may 511 
result in more time to clear a barn till restocking, or more financial penalties at 512 
slaughter. A strategy occasionally used by the pig industry to overcome these 513 
adverse effects is to apply sorting of the population of pigs into ‘light’ and ‘remaining’ 514 
groups and manage these two groups in different finishing pens (Tokach, 2004). 515 
Thus, the remaining group could be ‘closed out’ sooner and restock faster. 516 
Sometimes the lighter group can be fed a different feed in order to meet the different 517 
nutrient requirements from the remaining pigs. The question is what the 518 
consequences of this management strategy are in terms of P excretion and 519 
performance.  520 
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The simulations suggest that although there are reductions in the cumulative 521 
P excreted when the strategy was applied, these were relatively small, when 522 
compared to the P excreted by the unsorted situation. The cumulative P excreted 523 
reduced by 1.5, 2 and 3%, as the size of the light population increased from 10 to 20 524 
to 30% of the total population, respectively. This resulted from increases in the P 525 
excreted by the light population and decreases in the P excreted by the remaining 526 
population. For all these simulations we assumed that the feed composition will 527 
change only once throughout the growing finishing period, which is equivalent to two-528 
phase feeding. In addition the light pigs were maintained on the nursery feed for a 529 
longer period of time before they were switched over to the grower one.  530 
When applying the above strategy the sorted pigs were fed according to the 531 
digP requirements of the average of the sorted populations. As a consequence the 532 
light pigs received diets of higher digP content and the remaining pigs received diets 533 
of lower digP content. The consequence of this was an increase in the performance 534 
of the light pigs, in terms of BW gain, Pr and P retained. However, there were 535 
smaller decreases in the performance of the remaining sorted pigs compared to the 536 
remaining pigs in the unsorted population. These arose from the fact that a smaller 537 
number of remaining pigs met their digP requirements throughout the simulation in 538 
the sorting scenario. Our findings contrast with those of O’Quinn et al. (2000) and 539 
Schinckel et al. (2005; 2007) who suggested that sorting had no effects on the 540 
performance of the pigs in the sorted and unsorted populations. However, in these 541 
experiments both sorted and unsorted pigs were fed the same diets. Therefore, it is 542 
important to appreciate what is aimed to be achieved by any sorting practices. In the 543 
experiments of O’Quinn et al. (2000) it is likely that it was hypothesized that any 544 
effects on light pigs would arise from the absence of competition, which would put 545 
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lighter pigs at a disadvantage (Hessing et al., 1994). In our experiment the aim was 546 
to reduce the P excreted by the batch of pigs and hence a change in the feeding 547 
regime was also deemed necessary. The CoV of the ADG for the sorted pigs 548 
increased by sorting, probably because the level of under and over-supply of digP 549 
was larger in comparison to the unsorted group, where a large percentage of the 550 
population were underfed in digP. 551 
  As with phase feeding, the application of sorting decreased the percentage of 552 
the population that met the digP requirements and the percentage of the population 553 
that were supplied less than 85% of their digP requirements at a particular BW 554 
decreased, but only for the light pigs. This was because the management regime 555 
met more closely their requirements as a whole. The converse was the case for the 556 
remaining pigs and was a consequence of the content of the feed offered to these 557 
pigs being lower when the populations were sorted rather than unsorted. 558 
Future model developments and Implications 559 
As discussed above the model assumed that as soon as digP supply to an 560 
individual pig was reduced, both P and Pr retention were penalized. However,  561 
bones can act as P storage which can be utilized at times of relatively small P 562 
deficiency (Henry and Norman, 1984; Hurwitz, 1996; DeLuca, 2008).  For this 563 
reason, the current version of the model most likely overestimated the effect of the 564 
variation of P intake on the animal performance. This aspect should be taken into 565 
account in further model development, for example specifying a threshold of P deficit 566 
above which no growth reduction occurs. However, more quantitative data is needed 567 
for this purpose.  568 
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For practical reasons, the analyses in the current study were based on 500 569 
model simulations. In terms of Monte Carlo simulation the number of simulations can 570 
be considered relatively small. As some of the differences observed in P excretion 571 
and performance by the management strategies applied are relatively small, it would 572 
be important to know if the effects are due to the population size considered. 573 
However, given the small standard errors associated with the simulated means, this 574 
seems unlikely. The simulations suggest that P excretion was higher when a feeding 575 
regime targeted the requirements of the first third of the period as opposed to 576 
targeting the requirements at the mid-point. As there is a common feeding regime 577 
between the phase feeding and the sorting strategies some comparisons between 578 
the two can be made; the common feeding regime being a two phase feeding regime 579 
when the population of pigs was treated as a whole. Sorting according to BW 580 
reduced further the cumulative P excretion.  581 
In general the stochastic model developed here overcomes the usual 582 
criticisms applied on the limitations of deterministic growth and metabolism livestock 583 
models (St-Pierre, 2013). It is capable of considering the consequences of future 584 
management strategies that may develop to reduce P excretion by population of 585 
pigs, such as those associated with precision livestock feeding.   586 
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Table 1. The digestible P (g/kg) contents of the feeds offered to the pigs during each 747 
of the feeding phases of a feeding sequence plan: one, two or three phases over the 748 
BW range 30 to 120 kg. The supply of dietary digestible P targeted the requirements 749 
of the average of the population at the mid-point BW (1/2 Target), or the mean BW 750 
during the first third of each feeding sequence plan (1/3 Target). 751 
Feed sequence 
plan  
 
 
BW Target (kg) Digestible P (g/kg feed) 
1/2 Target  1/3 Target  1/2 Target 1/3 Target 
One phase     
30-120 kg BW1 75 60 2.28 2.50 
Two Phases     
30-74 kg BW1 52 45 2.62 2.76 
75-120 kg BW2 97.5 90 2.02 2.10 
Three Phases     
30-60 kg BW1 45 40 2.76 2.84 
61-90 kg BW3 75 70 2.28 2.34 
91-120 kg BW2 105 100 1.94 2.00 
1The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 1.35:1 and 1.92:1, respectively, and 752 
derived from a typical ‘grower’ UK commercial diet.  753 
2The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 1.52:1 and 2.50:1, respectively, and 754 
derived from a typical ‘finisher’ UK commercial diet.  755 
3The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 1.45:1 and 2.21:1, respectively, the 756 
intermidiate between the grower and finisher diets. 757 
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Table 2. The digestible P (g/kg) contents of the diets offered to pigs during each of 758 
the feeding phases of a ‘sorting plan’: the pigs were either treated as a single 759 
population (no sorting), or the lightest 10, 20 and 30% of the population were fed on 760 
a higher digestible P in comparison to the remaining population. The supply of 761 
dietary digestible P (g/kg) was determined in order to meet the average digestible P 762 
requirements of the sorted and remaining population at the mid-point BW of each 763 
feeding phase.  764 
Sorting Plan Digestible P (g/kg feed) 
  
 
 
<30 kg BW3 30 – 74 kg 
BW1 
75 – 120 kg 
BW2 
No sorting - 2.62 2.02 
10% sorting 
10% lightest  
 
2.99 
- 
 
2.77 
2.60 
 
2.12 
2.00 Remaining population  
20% sorting 
20% lightest 
 
2.99 
- 
 
2.73 
2.57 
 
2.11 
1.98 Remaining population 
30% sorting 
30% lightest  
 
2.98 
- 
 
2.71 
2.56 
 
2.09 
1.98 Remaining population 
1The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 1.35:1 and 1.92:1, respectively, and 765 
derived from a typical ‘grower’ UK commercial diet.  766 
2The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 1.52:1 and 2.50:1, respectively, and 767 
derived from a typical ‘finisher’ UK commercial diet.  768 
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3The oP:NPP and Ca:dP ratios used were 0.61:1 and 1.80:1, respectively, and 769 
derived from a typical ‘weaner’ UK commercial diet.   770 
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Table 3. The effect of phase feeding (one, two or three phases) on the cumulative 771 
total, soluble and insoluble P excreted (kg) from 30 to 120 kg average BW, for a 772 
population of 500 pigs, when the supply of dietary digestible P targeted the digestible 773 
P requirements of the average of the population at the mid-point BW (1/2 Target), or 774 
the mean BW of the first third of each feeding sequence plan (1/3 Target).  775 
Phase 
feeding 
Cumulative P excreted (kg) 
Total  Insoluble  Soluble  
 
1/2 
Target 
1/3 
Target 
Mean 
1/2 
Target 
1/3 
Target 
Mean 
1/2 
Target 
1/3 
Target 
Mean 
1 261 298 280 69.1 75.6 72.4 192 223 207 
2 250 268 259 67.7 70.9 69.3 182 197 190 
3  249 259 254 67.3 69.9 68.6 182 189 186 
   776 
 777 
 778 
 779 
 780 
 781 
 782 
 783 
 784 
 785 
 786 
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Table 4. The effect of phase feeding (one, two or three phases) on the performance 787 
of a population of pigs from 30 to 120 kg in terms of: 1) ADG gain (kg/d); 2) protein 788 
(Pr) retained (g/d); 3) P retained (g/d), and 4) food conversion ratio. The supply of 789 
dietary digestible P targeted the digestible P requirements of the average of the 790 
population at the mid-point BW (1/2 Target), or the mean BW of the first third of each 791 
feeding sequence plan (1/3 Target). 792 
 793 
Phase 
Feeding 
BW 
Targe
t (kg) 
ADG (kg/d) 
Pr retained 
(g/d) 
P retained  
(g/d) 
Food 
conversion 
ratio 
  Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV 
1 
1/2 
 
1.006 0.1153 173 0.1345 5.44 0.1479 3.02 0.177 
1/3 
1.012 0.0974 175 0.1041 5.64 0.1260 3.00 0.150 
2 
1/2 
 
1.024 0.0978 177 0.1005 5.60 0.1047 2.97 0.150 
1/3 
1.025 0.0911 180 0.0926 5.72 0.0874 2.96 0.140 
3 
1/2 
 
1.027 0.0929 180 0.0960 5.65 0.0909 2.96 0.143 
1/3 
1.029 0.0901 182 0.0895 5.75 0.0809 2.95 0.140 
  794 
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Table 5. The total, soluble, and insoluble cumulative P excreted by a population of 795 
500 pigs treated according to a ‘sorting plan’: the pigs were either treated as a single 796 
population, (no sorting), or the lightest 10, 20 and 30 percent of the population were 797 
fed a higher digestible P in comparison to the remaining population. The supply of 798 
dietary digestible P (g/kg) was determined to meet the average digestible P 799 
requirements of the sorted and remaining population at the mid-point BW of each 800 
feeding phase.  801 
 
 
 
Sorting 
plan 
Cumulative P excreted (kg) 
Total Insoluble Soluble 
No 
sorting 
Sorting No 
sorting 
Sorting No sorting Sorting 
10% 
sorting 
10% 
lightest 
 
 
 
 
17.6 
 
 
 
26.3 
 
 
 
5.00 
 
 
 
7.10 
 
 
 
12.6 
 
 
 
19.3 
Remaining 
population 
 
Total 
232 
 
 
250 
220 
 
 
246 
62.5 
 
 
67.5 
58.8 
 
 
65.9 
170 
 
 
183 
161 
 
 
180 
 
 
20% 
sorting 
20% 
lightest 
 
 
 
 
 
38.0 
 
 
 
 
54.2 
 
 
 
 
10.8 
 
 
 
 
14.6 
 
 
 
 
27.2 
 
 
 
 
39.7 
Remaining 
population 
 
Total 
212 
 
 
250 
191 
 
 
245 
56.7 
 
 
67.5 
52.3 
 
 
66.9 
155 
 
 
182 
139 
 
 
179 
 
30% 
sorting 
30% 
lightest 
 
 
 
 
59.0 
 
 
 
82.4 
 
 
 
16.7 
 
 
 
22.0 
 
 
 
42.3 
 
 
 
60.3 
Remaining 
population 
 
Total 
191 
 
 
250 
160 
 
 
242 
50.8 
 
 
67.5 
39.8 
 
 
61.8 
140 
 
 
182 
120 
 
 
180 
39 
 
Table 6. The initial average BW and the time taken by pigs on each of the feeding 802 
phases of a ‘sorting plan’: the pigs were either treated as a single population (no 803 
sorting) or the lightest 10, 20 and 30% of the population were fed on a higher 804 
digestible P, in comparison to the remaining of the population. The supply of dietary 805 
digestible P (g/kg) was determined in order to meet the average digestible P 806 
requirements of the sorted and remaining population at the mid-point BW of each 807 
feeding phase. 808 
 809 
 BW range (kg) 
 <30 30 – 74 75 – 120 
 Start BW (kg) Time 
taken 
(d) 
Start BW (kg) Time 
taken 
(d) 
Start BW (kg) Time 
taken 
(d) 
 
Sorting Plan 
Mean CoV  Mean CoV  Mean CoV  
 
No sorting - - - 30.3 0.0944 47 74.9 0.1576 43 
10% sorting 
10% lightest  
 
24.8 
 
0.0626 
 
10 
 
30.0 
 
0.0738 
 
55 
 
74.5 
 
0.1673 
 
49 
Remaining 
population 
 
- - - 31.2 0.0702 45 74.5 0.1376 43 
20% sorting 
20% lightest 
 
26.1 
 
0.0681 
 
8 
 
30.3 
 
0.0759 
 
52 
 
74.9 
 
0.1590 
 
51 
Remaining 
population 
 
- - - 31.6 0.0589 44 74.5 0.1303 42 
30% sorting 
30% lightest  
 
27.0 
 
0.0707 
 
6 
 
29.8 
 
0.0772 
 
51 
 
75.1 
 
0.1542 
 
52 
Remaining 
population 
- - - 32.0 0.0498 43 75.0 0.1208 41 
 810 
 811 
40 
 
Table 7. The effect of a ‘sorting’ plan on the performance of a population of pigs from 30-120 kg in terms of: 1) ADG (kg/d); 2) 812 
protein (Pr) retained (g/day) and 3) P retained. The pigs were either treated as a single population (no sorting) or the lightest 10, 20 813 
and 30 percent of the population were fed a higher digestible P, in comparison to the remaining of the population. The supply of 814 
dietary digestible P (g/kg) was determined to meet the average digestible P requirements of the sorted and remaining population at 815 
the mid-point BW of each feeding phase.  816 
 
 
 
Sorting 
plan 
ADG (kg/d) Pr retained (g/d) P retained (g/d) 
No sorting Sorting No sorting Sorting No sorting Sorting 
 Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV 
 
10% 
Sorting 
10% 
lightest 
 
 
0.811 
 
 
0.1012 
 
 
0.819 
 
 
0.1078 
 
 
149 
 
 
0.13 
 
 
151 
 
 
0.128 
 
 
4.25 
 
 
0.1192 
 
 
4.65 
 
 
0.117 
Remaining 
population 
1.057 0.0937 1.054 0.0944 182 0.108 181 0.1074 5.72 0.1107 5.7 0.1092 
20% 
Sorting 
20% 
lightest 
 
0.875 
 
0.0997 
 
0.879 
 
0.1046 
 
160 
 
0.1258 
 
161 
 
0.1249 
 
4.62 
 
0.1186 
 
4.95 
 
0.1147 
41 
 
Remaining 
population 
1.072 0.0932 1.066 0.0952 183 0.1063 182 0.1057 5.81 0.1099 5.77 0.109 
30% 
Sorting 
30% 
lightest 
 
0.897 
 
0.0987 
 
0.9 
 
0.104 
 
163 
 
0.1236 
 
164 
 
0.1168 
 
4.77 
 
0.1184 
 
5.04 
 
0.1124 
Remaining 
population 
1.091 0.0922 1.082 0.0993 185 0.1046 184 0.1043 5.85 0.109 5.79 0.1084 
42 
 
Figure 1. Percentage of the population whose digestible P requirements were met 817 
over the average BW range 30 to 120 kg, during a feeding sequence plan: (a) one 818 
phase; (b) two phases or; (c) three phases over the BW range 30 to 120 kg. The 819 
supply of dietary digestible P targeted the digestible P requirements of the average 820 
of the population at the mid-point BW (⋯), or the mean BW of the first third (▬) of 821 
each feeding sequence plan. 822 
Figure 2. Percentage of population supplied with less than 85% of their digestible P 823 
requirements during a feeding sequence plan: (a) one phase; (b) two phases or; (c) 824 
three phases over the average BW range 30 to 120 kg. The supply of dietary 825 
digestible P targeted the digestible P requirements of the average of the population 826 
at the mid-point BW (⋯), or the mean BW of the first third (▬) of each feeding 827 
sequence plan. 828 
Figure 3. Percentage of the population whose digestible P requirements were met 829 
over the average BW range 30 to 120 kg during a ‘sorting’ plan: the lightest  10 (a), 830 
20% (c), 30 (e) percent of pigs in the population were fed a higher digestible P, in 831 
comparison to theremaining   (b) 90%, (d) 80%  and (f) 70% population. 832 
Comparisons between light and remaining pigs are made within rows (eg (a) vs (b)) 833 
whereas comparisons within  a class of pigs are made within columns (eg lightest 834 
pigs: (a), (c) and (d)); comparisons are also made between these subpopulations 835 
when they were sorted (▬) or not (⋯) (ie treated as a single population). 836 
 837 
Figure 4. Percentage of population supplied with less than 85% of their digestible P 838 
requirements over the average BW range 30 to 120 kg during a ‘sorting’ plan: the 839 
lightest  10 (a), 20% (c), 30 (e) percent of thepigs in the  population were fed a 840 
higher digestible P, in comparison to the remaining (b) 90%, (d) 80%  and (f) 70% 841 
43 
 
pigs in  the population. Comparisons between light and remaining pigs are made 842 
within rows (eg (a) vs (b)) whereas comparisonswithin  a class of pigs are made 843 
within columns (eg lightest pigs: (a), (c) and (d)); comparisons are also made 844 
between these subpopulations when they were sorted (▬) or not (⋯) (ie treated as a 845 
single population). 846 
 847 
